EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS AND FORMULA. By A r t h u r G. S m it h
It is the purpose of the w riter, in the following brief sketch, merely to bring together certain of the elem entary methods that may be used for obtaining some of the simpler empirical formulae. N o claim of originality is made for the methods employed but rather an adaptation. A ny one desirous of m aking a thorough and systematic study of the subject should have at command at least the w orks referred to at the close of this article and must possess a fair battery of mathematics.
T he determination of empirical constants and also of em pirical formulae is a m atter of great interest to the engineer or to any one engaged in work introducing the physical prop erties of matter. T he engineer in his study of the resistance of materials is every day brought face to face with the un certainties of the substances with which he is dealing. T he factor of ignorance stands ever at his elbow to mock when he wishes to be most exact.
N ever shall we know, probably, why m aterials become fatigued and must have rest, or just exactly what are the laws of strength for long columns under pressure. Experim ent proves the first and experiments combined with certain ra tional deductions must give us the latter.
T he thousands of tests being made every year throughout the world are giving definite data from which to determine the laws or to derive approxim ate rules in accordance with which the physical and chemical constants of m aterials act and combine. It is many times difficult to determ ine the ex act form of a function by rational m ethods and therefore assumption and hypothesis must be called in freely to aid in the work. If the form of the function is known and only the constants are in doubt then their most probable values be come the solution of an ordinary problem in Least Squares and presents no difficulty in determ ining these empirical con stants.
T he problem how ever presents itself again as the deter mination of a function which may best coincide with observed values for purposes of interpolation.
Since the m ethod of solving ordinary observation equation and of testing the results may not be familiar to all readers, the w riter presents a short synopsis of the principles and forms used in the m ethod of least squares outlining proofs and developm ents only, as they may be found in any of the w orks referred to at the close of this article.
T h e development of the law of error by Gauss was based upon the hypothesis, by some term ed an axiom, that if sev eral values are observed of any m agnitude and each observa tion be equally precise, then the most probable value is the arithm etic mean of these observations.
T h e following brief defininitions may be taken to define term s that will be frequently used:
By an observation will be meant a recorded m easurem ent upon the m agnitude under consideration.
The most probable value will be taken as the best value to be obtained from all the data available.
A n error is the difference betw een the observation and the true value of the observed quantity, and which never can be found.
A residual is the difference between an observation and the most probable value.
The weight of an observation is an arbitrary num ber assert ing that a particular observation is better, or worse than an other. If to any particular observation obtained under cerconditions we ascribe the w eight one or call it the standard observation, then to say that the w eight of another observais p is equivalent to considering the second one as worth p single observations of w eight one. When a quantity has been observed with the greatest de gree of accuracy possible and the results are vitiated only by accidental errors, having been freed from constant errors such as personal equation in the observer or the effects of temper ature upon the instruments then the most probable value is that one which makes the sum of the squares of the residuals the least. r 0 " " " " arithmetic mean, these quantities are given by the formulae: the residuals found by subtracting the successive observations from the mean value and n = the num ber of observations. (5) and (4 ) are seen to be the same and also they both show that the probable error decreases as the square root of the number of observation.
T h e simplest problem in the adjustm ent of observation and the determination of the probable values, is of course a series of direct observations upon the desired m agnitude; in which case a simple determination of the arithm etic mean gives the desired quantity.
H ow ever many quantities are to be found as one among several united by some linear function with other unknowns. T he general solution of such a series will be briefly sketched according to the algorithm given by Gauss. W ho developed the principles of this m ethod in his Theoria M otus Corfiorum Ccelestum.
L et the num bers be united in the observation equation.
where n here or the num ber of equations is greater than i the number of unknowns frequently many times greater. Then if the n equation be solved in sets of i at a time a ser ies of values may be obtained for x x, x 2, ................x { and if every possible combination be made there will result values for each of the unknowns. T he arithm etic mean of which would be the most probable values of the unknowns. This method is evidently impracticable because of the great labor involved, as say 30 observation equations in 5 unknowns would entail the solution of 23751 sets of five equations in 5 unknowns. T he method to be used is the one devised by Gauss and which enables an absolute check upon the accur acy of the w ork to be easily applied.
It may readily be shown that the most probable values of the i unknowns can be obtained by the solving of i equations called the Norm al Equations, found by the following m ethod from the given n observation equation.
A normal equation say for x k is found by multiplying each of the observation equations through by the coefficient of x k in that particular equation, and then forming the sums of all the equations so multiplied. A normal equation is in like m anner found for each of the unknowns and the solution of these i normal equations gives the desired values of the unknowns.
Assume the observation equations
If then we use G auss' notation as follows:
then the normal equations become for x and y respectively It will readily be seen that the r th coefficient in the kth col umn is the same as the k th coefficient in the r th column. 
S O L U T IO N O F T H E N O R M A L E Q U A T I O N .
L et us assume three normal equations and the solution may be finished, using the notation of Gauss very simply; the method is of course identical whatever be the number of normal equations.
The normal equations are this substituted in the remaining equations gives, using the notation of Gauss, the equations F and I are term ed the auxiliary normal equations. It should be noticed that in every case in (E) the expres sion reduces to the corresponding coefficient in (C) minus a fraction whose num erator is the product of the coefficient first in the row times the one at the top of the column in which the desired coefficient is found; while the denominator is the lead ing one in the first equation. F or example from [C] to find the coefficient \b c. il which in (E) replaces \b c\ in C. W e have and the coefficients of the successive auxiliary equations can necessarily be found by the same method.
Since in the determination of empirical constants and for mulas seldom is a large num ber of unknowns to be determined, no farther checks or suggestions for the solution of normal equations will be given here. V ery complete checks as well as complete proofs of all the steps here briefly outlined may be found in the texts referred to at the close of this article by W right, and M errim an.
II.

T H E D E T E R M IN A T IO N OF A R B IT R A R Y E M P IR IC A L FORMULAE
If we assume to be the relation con necting y and x, since from two equations two unknowns may be found it would require but two pairs of observations giving values corresponding of v and y to determine values of m and n. T h e problem may present itself in two ways. First, we may know that the form of the function given is correct, as for example, m easurem ents to determine the equa tion of a straight line; here it is known the function must be y = a + b x and we have only to determ ine the values of the arbitrary constants a and b\ secondly, even the form of the function may be in doubt, in which case, the choosing of the form of the function is of great importance.
A large num ber of physical relations are of a form in which as one of the variables increases the other also continues to in crease; and again, since any function of a variable may by T aylor's formula be developed into a series in increasing powers of the variable we may always assume as at least a possible form y -a
In practice, however, while giving a possible form, this particular form may be useless on account of insurmountable difficulties in obtaining term s sufficient to be exact without the form becoming unwieldly because of its great length. An empirical formula can not be considered as satisfactory until it will satisfy two imperative conditions. It must first be simple, convenient and not too cumbersome in application.
Secondly, it must upon the interpolation of any one of the observed values give the corresponding value of the other variable to a degree of accuracy at least equal to the exact ness with which it can be measured. This m easure of ac curacy must hold true at least betw een the definite limits entering into the observations from which the formulae has been derived.
From what has just been said it will be evident that the study of empirical formulae involves two problem s; first, the form to be chosen; second, the computation of the constants. It may be said here that the most im portant part is the choice of the best form, for while the choice of almost any form may give a formulae of considerable exactness, yet the neces sity of the form being convenient must never be lost sight of.
It frequently occurs that because of greater skill upon the part of one observer, or again because of more refined m eth ods certain of the observed values have been obtained more accurately than others. Each pair of observed values serving to fix a point upon the actual observed curve; but since the formula adopted to represent the function does not in general give a curve exactly coinciding with any of the observed points, it is but natural we should desire a closer agreem ent for those values known to be most nearly correct. W e wish then to emphasize the good observations and develop a func tion that shall coincide more closely with these better observed values. It is evident at once that this is equivalent to giving a greater weight to these particular values. If we consider one pair of observed values as being better than the rest, then this particular value may be looked upon as being repeated p times where p is the weight of the observation.
Let us assume then that we have a series of observation equations as follows:
Now if we assume that the first observation equation is re peated p± times the second one p 2 times and so on to the last, and should actually rewrite each equation as many times as the weight would indicate, it is evident that the normal equa tions would become and this would be equivalent to multiplying each observation equation by the square root of its corresponding weight and then treating the weighted equations as a series of equations of equal weight.
Let us consider the following observed values taken from Steinhauser, for the liquefaction of ammonia gas; the observed quantities being respectively y the pressure in atmospheres and x the temperature centigrade the observations are It may be desired in a simple case to so determine the formula that it shall pass through all of the observed points. This result may be accomplished by assuming the formula with n constants to be determined n being the number of ob servations given. Thus for the observations given upon the pendulum, / being the length and t the time of vibra tion of the pendulum. the formula should be assumed
The equations may be solved of course by any method for the treatment of an ordinary set of simultaneous linear equa tions. The interpolation formulae of Lagrange, however offer a simple and very satisfactory method in this instance.
be the pairs of observed values.
And let x and y be two variables corresponding to u and v respectively and let us assume that the relation obtains are functions of the independent variable x . Now bearing in mind the assumed condition that the func tion must, upon substitution of one of the observed quantities, give the exact value of the corresponding other observed quantity, the following conditions must be satisfied. When x assumes the value , y must equal z\
v n These conditions will be satisfied when, writing F to repre sent the entire function F (x, ux u2.......wA, we have for while for every other observed value the function must vanish. This property would naturally suggest from its similarity to the vanishing of an algebraic equation for one of its roots, that F r may be written in the form
T he factor (x -ur) is of course omitted and is the only one. K r is a constant to be determined. T h e form just given satisfies the condition of vanishing for every observed value of x except x -ur . T h ere is, however, the farther condition that F (r) must equal i when x = ur that is i = K r (iir -u1) (ur -u2) . . (ur -«r _i) (ur-ur-\-1) . . (ur-un) This at once determines the value of K"
T he desired function of y can now be written by simple substitution, it becomes Expanding the num erator of F ( r ) and multiplying out the product in the denominator we see that F ( r ) is a function of the 11 -i degree and may be written As an application of the above again take the observed values assume the formula l = a + b t + c / 2 -j-d t 3 a form introducing four constants.
U sing (2 ) In substituting in the above every value of y and x must be used from y l9 x x to y n, xn.
The solution of the above normal equations gives the comlete formula, which may be expanded and written in the sim ple form, Again suppose it is desired to develop a parabolic form that shall exactly satisfy two given points.
We must then have the two condition equations. The solution may be readily completed and by elementary substitutions the complete formulae may be obtained.
The above methods may be extended to the determination of formulae which shall exactly satisfy for three or more definite values. There will be in each case as many equa tions of condition as the number of values desired, and these equations will determine an equal number of the assumed coefficients in terms of the exact values of the observed quantities, which it is desired the formula shall satisfy.
The determination of formulas that shall give some of the observed values more accurately than others is only a prob lem in w eighting and involves no difficulty when once the proper form has been chosen.
Formulae, in which one variable increases zuhile the other de creases.
If the observations indicate approxim ately an inverse ratio to exist betw een the variables the form x y = c may be assumed. Since how ever the curve may not be symmetrical with re spect to the center of coordinates it may be better to assume the center of the hyperbola as not being at the origin.
T ak in g the center at (m ,n ) we may write the equation ( y -n) (y -ml) = K and this may be changed to the signs of the constants here may be plus or minus, and, taking all possible combinations we have eight cases. Four hyperbolas with branches in first and third quadrants, and four hyperbolas with branches in the second and fourth quadrants.
M I S C E L L A N E O U S F O R M S . i st. B oth variables proceed in arithmetic progressions o f the fir s t order.
R epresenting the common differences by d and A we may write T he following observations made by C. C. F oster and H . P. Burgum upon the torsion of a small pine beam, give series of values that would suggest the above form at once, p is the weight applied at end of lever arm , while 9 is the angle in radians through which the beam was twisted.
2nd. A gain i f y vanes in an arithmetic series o f the third order, while the independent variable proceeds by one o f the fir s t order.
By the above statem ent one is m erely to understand that the dependent variable y in the third order of differences tends to approach a constant, w ere it the case exactly any ordinary interpolation form would be exact.
W e have the following equations:
Eliminating the n from these equations we again obtain after simplifying, W e see then that the condition given above for the vari ables is to be developed in this parabolic form, and the same is true, and proven in exactly the same m anner when the de pendent variable proceeds by an arithm etic series of the fourth order. and from these we find M and N. It should be noticed here that we are not in strict accord with the method of least squares making the sum of the squares of the errors in the variables but of the errors in the logarithms of the variables a minimum. The results will however be in very close ac cord.
The form of an empirical formula may often be determined by theoretical considerations and then the constants formed by experiment. Hodgkinson developed an empirical formula for the crushing load in the case of long cast iron columns as follows: The load which a column will support varies no doubt directly with some power of the diameter and also just as clearly varies inversely as some power of the length. We may then write for the crushing load P of a column the ex pression
E M P IR IC A L C O N S T A N T S A N D FORM ULAS.
where _^=load in tons necessary to crush <A=diameter of columns in inches /= le n g th in feet and a, x, y are constants to be de termined by experiment. Passing to logarithms we have
log 'p-^y log l-log a-\-x log d
This may be written by substituting
This gives a series of observation equations of the form These give the normal equations the solution of these will give the most probable value of x and y and the log a, and the problem is completed. Again the case when y varies in a series whereyfrs/ differ ences are in geometric ratio, while x varies in arithmetic pro gression. We have then for x Substituting (2 ) in (3 ) Resum ing equation (5) we may look upon this as an ap proxim ate formula only, considering it as written y=M + N p* while the exact formula is where /*, v, and p are small corrections to be determined. T hen using T ay lo r's T heorem and dropping second powers W e can now form the normal equations for the determ ina tion of p, v and p.
T he normal eauations are T he accuracy of this result depends largely upou the values of p, v and p for this corrected formula assumes them to be so small that their squares may be neglected.
Owing to the limits to this article the writer has been obliged to omit the treatm ent of periodic functions.
T he reader who desires a short and concise treatm ent of such functions will find the same in T . W
. W rig h t's Treatise on the Adjustm ent o f Observations.
T he readers attention is now called to a direct m ethod of treating this subject without the use of the m ethod of Least Squares.
Professor K arl Pearson has taken up the m atter of em pirical formulas1 and treated this subject from an entirely different standpoint. His results offer a system atic m ethod of treating this snbject which yields sensibly as accurate results as does the method of least squares, with, in most cases, less labor, and which treats in a simple and direct m anner forms that are prohibitive practically, on account of the difficulty of reducing to linear form.
In his paper upon this subject no attention is given to the form of the curve to be chosen, further than the calling attention to the unfortunate assumption so often made, that the parabola is always a good form to choose. 
T H E TRANSIT.
Professor Pearson shows that for a function representing the fecundity of brood m ares the formula with only three constants, p , a and k at his disposal gives a better Jit to the actual curve than does seven constants dis posed in the form T his should be kept well in mind when one considers the often made statem ent that the simple increase of arbitrary constants will be sufficient to give any degree of accuracy desired. It is not so much the num ber as the form in which they are combined.
I shall now attem pt to briefly outline Professor P earson's m ethod, together with an application made by him to one particular instance. T h e following is much shortened and any one desirous of doing much in this w ork should have the full text of the articles cited.
By an application of the calculus of variations the following result is obtained, In form ing these moments they may be taken about any line parallel to the axis y and thus they may be in some cases much simplified.
T o m ake use of the above theorem one must know how to find the moments of any system of observed quantities and also to find the moments of the theoretical curve in terms of c2, c3, . ...... . cn.
T h e common case in physical w ork will be when a series of actual m easurem ents have been made of some number, r say, of the ordinates of the actual curve.
Often how ever, the actual observations may represent the areas of small base elements r in number.
An example of this would be the num ber of deaths from smallpox in each year. If we increase the num ber of ele ments then the latter case above becomes practically the same as the former.
In the application of this m ethod it becomes necessary to find the area and moments of the observed curve in which in the first case r ordinates are m easured. W e will represent by A m n the nth moment of the area, where A is the area. T hen what is wanted is the solution of this requires a good quadrature formula and a selection of these may be found in Boole's Calculus of Finite Differences, pp. 46, 54 and 98.
W e may consider the area in two w ays: as divided by the observed ordinates into small trapezia with the ordinates en tire forming the bounding parallel sides of these, or as form ing the ordinates half w ay between the sides, that is mid ordinates.
In the first case the observed or boundary ordinates y Q, y 1, y 2,............... y r and in the second case y \ y %. . . .y r_ * , y r_ \ Let these ordinates be taken at equal distances b this will in general be the base unit and therefore unity.
T he following quadrature formula is due to Simpson, where 2 r = number of elem ents:
The following two quadrature formulas are due to Mr. W. F. Sheppard, and their proofs are given in L . M ath. Proc., Vol. 32, p. 270. In each case they use few differences and apply whatever be the number of elements used.
Case 1. When the boundary ordinates are known, m aking use o f two differences:
The above formulas are in general quite accurate enough, and with them the area and moments may all readily be expressed.
The following is an application of this method to fit Makeham's Curve to mortality statistics made by Prof. Pearson in the article cited above.
The problem is as follows: Given a mortality table which
gives the number of survivors from n people born the same year at each year of the age of the group. Then if lx denote the number who live to the age of x the table will, between say the ages 25 and 85, be closely rep resented by T aking logarithm s and representing them by the large letters primed we have, a form which not being linear is not in form for treatm ent by least squares. Because of the num ber of term s some sixty taking from 25 to 85 the ordinary methods of treating this problem are very unsatisfactory.
T ake l for the range of the table with the origin of x ' at the middle of the range. L et x0 be the age corresponding to the origin and write
Taking logarithm s the formula may be written Since we have four constants to be found it will be neces sary to find the area and the first three moments of (9 ) about the middle of the range; that is we want A , A m x , A m 2 and A « 3. These will then be equated to the same quantities found by quadrature formulas from the m ortality table.
This will give direct equations for finding K , S, G and n. N ow Subtracting ( n ) from (13) and (10) from (12) we may find write this equal to H and it readily reduces to and substituting for the hyperbolic tangent its value we have Equation (1 2 )- (10) gives the value of G Equation ( n ) gives S Equation (12) An approximate value of n may be readily found which we will call n .
O
It is known that the log c -e^j from experience is not far from .04, so use this value for n0.
Substitute nQ + h for n in (15) discarding P and higher powers.
T he subscript indicates the value after n is replaced by nQ. If we put forming the differentials in (16) we readily find e 2n and all the quantities are now entirely determined.
Prof. Pearson using the mortality tables given in the Text book for Actuaries taking the years from 25 to 85 and using W eddle's Quadrature rule (2) above found, using the method indicated, as the eighth approximation he found the value n = 2.807343873 which is correct to the last figure.
This gives a result that Professor Pearson believes correct to the last The mean difference between the values of the computed value and the observed value of L x as taken from the mor tality table is only .00116, and the method gives as this solu tion shows a definite method of treating this complex mathe-matical form. Many functions yield them selves much more readily than does this. T he m ethod of moments may be looked upon as giving great aid in the w ork of determ ining empirical formulae.
The improvement oj empirical formulce that have been ap proximately determined. W hen a formula has been obtained that seems to be of the right form and yet does not for inter polated values give satisfactorily accurate results, the formula may often be bettered by the use of one of the three follow ing methods:
ist. By bettering or correcting the constants. 2nd. By increasing the num ber of term s. are so small that the second powers may be discarded, al though in many cases in practice this will be found far from true. Developing the above expression by T ay lo r's theorem and discarding higher powers we have or this may be written Consider the previous form given Suppose the approxim ate form has been found the corrected formula becomes at once where then N ow substituting the successive observed values of y and x the quantities a, /3 and 7 may be found.
T his process m ay be repeated any num ber of times until the corrections become so small as to cease repaying the con siderable amount of labor which each application requires. This m ethod may be applied very successfully in many cases. A formula may frequently be improved by the addition of another term as the addition of a new constant increases the num ber of fundam ental conditions which the curve must sat isfy and thus it is more definitely defined. W hen the new term is looked upon m erely as a correction to the form al ready determ ined it may readily be found by considering the values of the constants already found as the true values and writing the one normal equation from which the new constant may be found. F o r example, let the formula already found be y = A -f-B# -|-C x2 and let V x 3 be the new term that is to be added, writing the equation then y = A + B# -f-Cx"2 -f-V x 3 and introducing the observed values of x and y we form the normal equation for V which gives the value of V at once. This is an easy method of adding a small correction which may render a form satisfactory that did not give results as ac curate as may have been desired.
An empirical form may again be bettered by the substitu tion of a new function of x in. place of adding additional term s. W e will suppose that the approxim ate fo rm y = F ( Now as to the form of f ( x ) it is entirely arbitrary. W e have simply to determine an empirical formula considering x x x 2 x 3 , . . . x n and di, d2, d3....d" as the observed quantities and everything that has been said before this concerning such formulas will apply with full force in this case.
T he above cases are of such simple application that no concrete case will be given because of lack of space. O ther methods such as the breaking up of one series into two arithmetic series of the first or higher orders can not be here considered although in some cases this offers a neat: solution of the difficulty.
As a simple case of bettering a desired form ula by the ad dition of another term we will consider the form ula already established connecting the time of vibration of a pendulum1 = 99-35
In conclusion, it may, I think, be said that the most im por tant thing in this w ork is the choice of the best form. T h at the choice of a parabola even of high order may not be as accurate as some other form using few er constants. T h a t the method of least squares is very long and tedious and in many cases is because of its being so cumbersome, practically useless. T h at the developm ent of some method like the method of Moments by Professor Pearson is very desirable.
F or further developments of this w ork the reader is re ferred to
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